Mr Darrell Channing
Director
Competition Exemptions Branch
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
By email: exemptions@accc.gov.au
10 June 2021
Dear Mr Channing
Re AA1000542 Honeysuckle Health and NIB – Submission
I refer to the Draft Determination of the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) dated 21
May 2021 and the previous submission of the Spine Society of Australia (SSA) dated 15 February 2021 in
regard to the Application by Honeysuckle Health Pty Ltd (HH), on behalf of itself and nib Health Funds Limited
(nib) (the Applicants), for approval from the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) to
create a buyers’ group for healthcare payers.
The SSA has grave concerns about the Draft Determination and its proposal to provide nib & HH a 5 year
authorisation for the buyers’ group. The ACCC has stated what it is required to do to balance the potential
public benefit versus public detriment. It is clear from that discussion that the legislative framework of the
ACCC does not function in a way so as to protect the viability of the private health sector in Australia so that
it will preserve our world leading public/private healthcare system for the benefit of all Australians.
The SSA acknowledges that the ACCC is constrained by its governing legislation and legal precedent. But the
definition applied in relation to ‘public benefit’ in the Applicates’ case demonstrates our previous point. The
definition is so broad that the legitimate interests of the privately insured Australians and their treating
doctors are irrelevant. The definition applied was:
…anything of value to the community generally, any contribution to the aims pursued by society
including as one of its principal elements … the achievement of the economic goals of efficiency
and progress.
The application of the principles of weighing public benefit and detriment by the ACCC has resulted in a draft
decision that, in the real world, opens the door wide for the US healthcare giant Cigna and the failed US style
managed care system to enter Australia and fundamentally change the practice of private medicine in
Australia.
The ACCC is making determinations in an environment where the cart is clearly before the horse. In this
regard we note the ACCCs statement:
1.40. The ACCC notes there is significant disagreement between the Applicants and interested
parties about ‘value-based contracting’ including fundamental issues such as what the term
actually means.
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